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Welcome
This online event is the closing symposium of a 1.5 year long peer-learning
programme for European cities and municipalities taking local leadership in
creating a clean, fair and democratic energy system.
In these two half days you will meet the cities involved in the programme,
hear about solutions developed in the focus areas around energy efficiency
in buildings, citizen energy communities, democratic participation and local
renewables generation and together discuss upcoming energy transition
opportunities.
There will be plenty of time to share challenges, tools and ideas, as well
as networking with cities across Europe in order to make links for future
collaborations.
We hope that you enjoy the event.
About mPower
This event is brought to you as part of mPower, a peer-to-peer learning
programme to assist municipalities in developing innovative municipal energy
projects and ambitious energy transition plans in order to create a fair, clean
and democratic energy future.
The three year programme offers five distinctive learning strands:
mPower Exchange - an intensive peer group learning exchange
mPower Digital - an online specialist webinar series
mPower Events - a series of regional showcasing events
mPower Activate - an accelerator programme for public-public and public-civic
partnerships
mPower Best Practice - communications, cities ranking, case studies, policy
development and adaptation.
For more information about our programmes please visit

www.municipalpower.org

The mPOWER consortium brings access to an active network of cities
committed to energy transition (Energy Cities, IPE), experience in energy
policy (Platform, Energy Cities, IPE) and energy innovation (Carbon Co-op),
public services experts (University of Glasgow, Basque University, TNI), and
years of innovative peer-learning projects (Platform, TNI, IPE, Carbon Co-op).
The project and the mPOWER consortium are funded by the program
Horizon 2020 EU Research and Innovation Board and involve seven partner
organizations. The project started in May 2018 and will last for four years.
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Agenda
THURSDAY 29 OCTOBER
09:30 - 14:00 CET

09:30 Welcome
- Introduction to mPower, the event and the objectives of the day
- Meet your colleagues
- Opening remarks by University of Glasgow academic Andrew Cumbers
10:45 Session 1: mPower Exchange inspired projects
Room 1:
Establishing Serbia’s first energy efficiency one-stop-shop
		- Bojan Gajic, Nis, Serbia
Room 2:
Launching a retrofit scheme for vulnerable homes
		- Justin Bear, Plymouth, UK
Room 3:
Establishing a renewable energy cooperative
		- Zoran Kordic & Lucija Gudić, Križevci, Croatia
Room 4:
Cooperative municipal lighting, our vision of a local energy
		community - Mario Rui Furia, Porto Region, Portugal
11:35 Break
11:45 Session 2: mPower Exchange inspired projects
Room 1:
Tackling fuel poverty through improved household energy
		
efficiency - Jonathan Ward, Nottingham, UK
Room 2:
Co-financing energy efficiency measures + citizen educa		
tion campaign - Jakuta Imširović, Zeniza, Bosnia
Room 3:
Co-producing heat strategies with citizens and stakeholders
		- Sojan Coolen, Hoorst aan de maas, Netherlands
Room 4:
Establishing a regional biogas platform and ecosystem of
		
local energy communities - Suvi Holm, Tampere, Finland
12:30 Break
12:45 Plenary discussion: Emerging energy transition themes
14:00 End of day 1

THURSDAY END OF THE DAY SOCIAL
18:00 - 19:30 CET

This is an opportunity to meet some cities in an informal online
setting to have a drink and a chat, ask more in-depth questions,
or plan future collaborations. We would have loved to do this in a
Cafe in Vienna of course. Next time!
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FRIDAY 30 OCTOBER
09:30 - 14:00 CET

09:30 Networking - meet across groups
10:20 Session 1: Going into detail
Break out groups workshopping particular city challenges, themes
to be presented on the day
11:25 Break
11:40 Session 2: Going into detail
Break out groups workshopping particular city challenges, themes
to be presented on the day
12:40 Break
12:55 Conclusions and looking ahead
14:00 End of event
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Participants
Bojan Gajić, Niš, Serbia
Current role: Energy manager of the City of Niš
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: About the progress of
replication plans in partner cities (Plymouth, Dobrich, San Sebastian in first
place)
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
The challenge that we are facing in the beginning of our participatory
process in preparation of 2050 Energy Transition Roadmap.

Lucija Gudić , Križevci, Croatia
Current role: Construction and Spatial planning Advisor within the City
of Križevci. Most of work tasks are related to spatial planning, green
infrastructure, public spaces and annual programmes of Cultural heritage
protection. For the last two years I have also been working on EU-funded
projects regarding RES usage and new Križevci energy & climate vision.
A challenge/opportunity: Public money – local public administration’s
budget and supporting NGOs directly, other cities’ experiences? And
also how hard it is with politics and elections to keep the plan in energy
efficiency and climate sector ongoing regardless of political changes.

Jakuta Imširović, Zenica, Bosnia –Herzegovina
Current role: Expert associate for environmental protection
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: Learn from each other’s
best practices in relation to renewable energy and implementing effective
solutions. The city is especially keen to hear from other European cities
of a similar size that have already made the transition from fossil fuels to
renewables and completed energy efficiency projects.
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
Energy efficiency measures on private buildings.

Iker Mardaras, Donostia / San Sebastián, Spain
Current role: Architect for energy performance and efficiency
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: Municipal policies in energy
efficiency and reducing the carbon footprint for 2030
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
Public -private collaboration to finance energetic building retrofitting
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Javier Zardoya Illana, Pamplona (Navarra), Spain
Current role: Local Energy Agency Manager
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: How to develop renewable
energy projects in which the local administration interacts with citizens
and businesses, both in investment and in participation and governance.
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
Ambitious transposition of the Winter Package Directives.

Jonathan Ward, Nottingham, UK
Current role: Principal Energy Policy Officer, lead for city’s policy and
strategy on 2028 Carbon Neutral target, energy, and fuel poverty.
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: I’d like to learn how others
have, and are, adapting to the challenges of the impacts of COVID and
lockdowns to their work areas and goals.
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
Ensuring adequate representation and wider engagement in energy
communities.

Juan Sacri, Valencia, Spain
Current role: President of Sapiens Energia
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: What public administrations
and officers expect from a community power organisation.
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
How to deal with public and private partnerships.

Justin Bear, Plymouth, UK
Current role: Working for both Plymouth City Council and Plymouth Energy
Community. I manage projects and the development of our services.
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: I would like to learn from
successful and less successful projects others have been involved in. I am
open to a range of discussions but two topics that I’m interested in and
haven’t heard discussion of are:
1. The use of digital to drive behaviour change, provide support or form a
market for low carbon retrofit.
2. How municipalities can nurture or regulate low carbon retrofit to
enhance aesthetic beauty or maintain congruity in a city.
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Herbert Hemis, Vienna, Austria
Current role: City of Vienna – Department for energy planning
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: Expert for energy planning
– especially energy zoning (integration of urban planning, regulation
of energy zoning plans), future of the pipe infrastructure (gas, district
heating), energy data (energy atlas for the city), tools for energy planning,
national and European research projects.
A challenge/opportunity: Input and ideas for the transformation of the
building stock as well as for the rollout of solar energy in public space.

João Encarnação,, Porto Region, Portugal
Current role: Energy and environment project manager at Energaia,
energy agency of the Southern Metropolitan area of Porto. responsible for
the management of European projects. I also currently direct the initiative
of the Covenant of Mayors in Vila Nova de Gaia.
A challenge/opportunity: How can municipalities encourage/facilitate
Energy Transition in the industry sector. This is a challenge and a difficult
question to answer that we are facing with the definition of measures
within action plans. Is it through incentives (€), taxes (€)…

Océane Orvoën, Metz, France
Current role: Energy Planning Manager
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: I want to learn more about
renewables projects in municipalities (solar, hydrogene, biogas).

Mário Rui Faria, Porto Region, Portugal
Current role: My name is Mário Rui Faria, I come from Santa Maria
da Feira (city near Porto in Portugal), and I have a master’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Aveiro, completed in 2019.
I’m a collaborator at Energaia – Energy Agency of the South of Porto
Metropolitan Area since November 2019, as a project energy manager.
One thing I’d like to learn: I’m looking at the conference to learn as much
as I can, in the search for new knowledge that may be replicated here. So,
one of the things that I would like to listen and learn is about Renewable
Energy Communities since in Portugal there aren’t many examples of it.
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Rafael Moreno, Barcelona, Spain
Current role: Licensed in Civil Engineering (UPC and UCAM), and in
Building Engineering (UPC). During 18 years has developed civil works
projects (urbanization, roads, railways, airports, bus stations). Since
February 2018, in the Barcelona Energy Agency, developing different
projects especially related to renewable energy generation http://energia.
barcelona/en/barcelona-energy-agency.
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: How other cities manage
similar projects of generation.

Sonja Coolen, Horst aan de Maas, Netherlands
Current role: Sustainability Expert Horst aan de Maas municipality
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: Best Practices in other
municipalities.
A challenge/opportunity: Our local bottom-up approach in the village of
Kronenberg: how to work together with citizens towards an energy neutral
all-electric village in 2030. Challenges are financial, technical and social.
We have found some solutions, but more ideas are welcome.

Will Scarnell, London, UK
Current role: I’m a member of the Camden Climate Citizen’s Panel
One thing I’d like to learn at the conference: Best practice on galvanising
community action.
A challenge/opportunity that I would like discuss at the conference:
How to educate and inspire a broad range of people to take an active role
in the drive to be carbon neutral.

Nathalie van Loon, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Current role: Hi, I’m Nathalie van Loon, working for the City of Amsterdam
as project lead for the commons agenda.
One thing I’d like to learn: Looking forward to seeing you all and hearing
about your experiences and stories. Would love to connect and learn
more about the possibilities and constraints of open distribution networks
(organised as a commons), and about ways to visualize the value(s) of
energy democracy.
A challenge/opportunity: My challenge for this conference is to gain more
understanding of the ‘ideal ecosystem’ for energy/ heat commons locally/
nationally - and start organizing/facilitating/implementing after!
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Bahram Dehghan, Frederikshavn, Denmark,
mPower Exchange
Gordana Krnjaja, Velika Goricia, Croatia
mPower Exchange
Suvi Holm, Tampere, Finland
mPower Exchange
Michael Panayiotis, Aradippou, Cyprus, Greece
mPower Exchange
Dimos Ispikoudis, Komotini, Greece
mPower Exchange
Petronela Sturz, Mizil, Romania
mPower Exchange
Caroline Corrigan, Meath, Ireland
mPower Digital
Beverly Richards, London, UK
Citizen interest in mPower
Alejandro Gómez Gil, València, Spain
Municipal staff representative interested in mPower
Chandrima P, London, UK
Citizen interest in mPower

ORGANISERS
Laura Williams, Manchester, UK
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Current role: I’m a facilitator, communicator and project manager
based at Carbon Coop in Manchester, UK. I facilitated the mPower
Exchange Domestic Energy Efficiency peer learning group. I come from a
background in social justice citizen movements with an interest in across
sector collaboration in tackling climate change.
One thing I’d like to learn: I’m really looking forward to hearing about the
insights learned and projects developed by the other peer learning groups.
One challenge: What if any would be a useful level way of continued
peer learning and collaboration across participating cities after mPower
Exchange has finished? Keen to support where appropriate.

Britt Jürgensen, Liverpool, UK
Current role: I work as a facilitator and project co-ordinator for Carbon
Coop in Manchester, UK and facilitated a Peer Group on Local Energy
Communities in mPower Exchange. I come from a background in citizenled movements in land, housing and social economy.
One thing I’d like to learn: I look forward to meeting the participants from
other mPower groups and strands and hearing from you all directly about
the projects you have been developing.
One challenge: How to facilitate and enable social encounter in the virtual
realm. Let’s see how we do.

Vedran Horvat, Zagreb, Croatia
Current role: I work as managing director and Head for the Zagreb
based Institute for Political Ecology. On behalf of IPE I have co-chaired
the mPower Exchange programme and facilitated the group on energy
efficiency in smaller cities.
One thing I’d like to learn: I would like to learn if individual experiences
from mPower can converge into a larger vision for energy transition?
One challenge: How to make virtual work for ‘real’ in pandemic times?

Miriam Eisermann,
Current role: I work on communications and EU policies at the European
city network Energy Cities. Through exciting projects relating to
renewables, energy democracy or efficient buildings I regularly connect
with the ground and get a sense of local challenges all across Europe.
One thing I’d like to learn: I look forward to hearing from cities how the
energy transition translates concretely - what works and what doesn’t.
One challenge: here is still a huge gap between ambitious decisions at
the EU level and what happens in cities (often ambitious as well, but
confronted with a lack of means). How can we better connect both?

Andrew Cumbers, Glasgow, UK
Current role: I am Professor of Regional Political Economy at the University
of Glasgow and a Managing Editor of the journal Urban Studies. I am
currently researching urban energy transitions (including for the mPower
project) and have a broader interest in the role of economic democracy
and public participation in creating more equitable and sustainable forms
of economic development.
One thing I’d like to learn: I am interested in learning more about
individual cases of how municipalities are overcoming barriers to energy
transition and creative/innovative responses to these barriers that can be
applied elsewhere.
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Practicalities

Helpful links in preparation
mPower articles about cities in energy transition
https://municipalpower.org/category/articles/
mPower podcast: interviews with inspiring minds on energy democracy and
participation
https://municipalpower.org/podcast/
How Local Authorities can encourage citizen participation in energy
transitions: https://energy-cities.eu/publication/how-local-authorities-canencourage-citizen-participation-in-energy-transitions/
How cities can back renewable energy communities https://energy-cities.
eu/publication/how-cities-can-back-renewable-energy-communities/
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The conference takes place via ZOOM
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82136194006

On arrival please rename yourself to ‘first and last name, city’.
We will be recording the sessions for internal use mostly. If we wish to
use this content in our wider publications we would seek your permission.
beforehand.

Basecamp
is mPower’s online network tool, designed to share information and enable
collaboration between cities. We will be uploading all of the videos and postevent write up. To join the network please type this link into your browser
and follow the instructions
https://3.basecamp.com/4811719/join/9nP23dip5qTt

Social Media
We invite you to share photos or ideas that arise during the event using the
hashtags #municipalpower and #EnergyTransition and tagging (if possible)
the following accounts:
@drive_mpower
@IPEzagreb
@carboncoop
@energycities
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Conclusions
Across the two days we focused on
• three energy transition themes, including energy efficiency, decarbonising
heat and establishing local energy communities, as well as
• strategies for working in collaboration with two important stakeholder
groups: citizens and industry.
Here are the key lessons, opportunities, challenges and resources that we
identified.
You can also see recordings of the majority of the sessions available on our
shared platform basecamp.
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FOCUS 1:
Energy efficiency

FOCUS TOPIC 1: Energy efficiency
We learned from four examples from municipalities working on energy efficiency in
domestic buildings covering householder engagement, new service development,
finance and monitoring including:
•

Establishing Serbia’s first energy efficiency one-stop-shop with Bojan Gajic (Nis,
Serbia)

•

Launching a retrofit scheme for vulnerable homes with Justin Bear (Plymouth,
UK)

•

Co-financing energy efficiency measures and citizen education campaign with
Jakuta Imširović (Zeniza, Bosnia)

•

Tackling fuel poverty through improved household energy efficiency with
Jonathan Ward (Nottingham, UK)

Lessons & opportunities
•

Growing evidence around the impact of cold homes on the young. Energy
efficiency work can provide a way to address this issue alongside carbon
reduction needs (Nottingham).

•

Municipalities can act as a facilitator bringing together to develop an approach to
domestic retrofit by identifying important stakeholders that reflect the local area
and co-producing a strategy together (Nottingham).

•

Take a bottom up approach instead of top down, i.e. not deciding what
happens to homes but finding out what their issues are and working with them
(Nottingham).

•

Establish energy efficiency one-stop-shops to help people insulate and make
changes in their houses (all examples). One stop shops must be a nexus
connecting citizens (individual homeowners and consumers in this case), banks
(financing) and contractors (implementation).

•

Working with a trusted cooperative to establish a domestic energy efficiency
service can increase the uptake of energy efficiency measures (Plymouth)

•

Recruit specialist retrofit coordinators (national scheme) to perform energy audits
and manage the works on behalf of clients (Plymouth).

•

Procurement of work can be managed through a local authorities procurement
department, that is capable of overseeing a Code of Conduct (Plymouth)

•

Develop a list of local contractors to work with (Plymouth)

•

Municipalities can show leadership by retrofitting local buildings to show
examples of what’s possible and inspire the public to retrofit their homes
(Zenica).

•

Municipalities can establish online advice services to help individuals identify local
companies selling energy efficient products (Zenica).
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FOCUS 1:
Energy efficiency
•

To finance retrofit municipalities can set-up 50/50 joint council and citizens to
fund energy efficiency work (Zenica).

•

Providing training to those in the financial industry can improve their
understanding of the need to retrofit and encourage greater investment in this
area (Frederikshavn)

•

Social investment banks can enable new socially driven organisations to access
critical investment during their set-up phase (Scotland).

•

Potential for local job creation through the expansion of energy efficiency
activities (Zenica).

Ongoing Challenges
•

Retrofitting old buildings is time intensive and costly (Nottingham)

•

Municipalities have limited resources and skills inhibiting their ability to achieve
the desired level of decarbonisation action across their cities (all examples).

•

Finance available does not go far enough to produce a retrofitting home
with a large enough carbon reduction potential (all examples). In the UK the
government is incentivising homes to be improved up to a minimum standard
but this does not go far enough in terms of the expected level of carbon saving
or consider the additional costs that may be created by completing two separate
rounds of energy efficiency upgrades in one home.

•

Marketised systems that provide financial reward to energy efficiency systems
installers can lead to a skewed market as it misses out smaller, more complex
jobs as the grants they receive will not cover what needs to be done. There is
an emphasis on bigger, easier jobs which misses out those that need the support
the most. (Plymouth)

•

Engaging elderly residents are hard to reach making it more difficult to
encourage uptake of energy efficiency activities (Frederikshavn)

•

Coordinating energy efficiency works in condominiums can be challenging due to
the legal requirement of gaining consent of all residents (Frederikshavn)

•

Economic recession and covid is going to create significant challenges for
municipal plans (Nottingham)

‘Communication is an art – we needed to ally with the nearby university and bring
experts in. You cannot force people, and some people, especially elderly people,
can put up a lot of resistance. Everybody has a different motivation for doing or not
doing things – people would say “why should I do this, my children will sell it after
I’m gone”. I’ve had to use every argument: quality of life, “you’re the only person in
this condominium who doesn’t want to participate” ‘ Bahram Deghan
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FOCUS 1:
Energy efficiency

‘Whenever you try to persuade a government or business you have to make a
commercial case. We need to find a different language: to identify a social need.
Social investment banks (e.g. in Scotland) are being set up along commercial lines,
bringing in professionals from private commercial banks.’ Andy Cumbers

Resources
Resources for a Rapid Renovation Wave
https://energy-cities.eu/resources-for-rapid-renovations/
Building cold homes referrals with the health sector
This toolkit provides guidance on developing cold homes referrals in partnership with
the health sector, so that health professionals are able to identify and refer patients
who are vulnerable to living in a cold home.
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Global/CitizensAdvice/Health%20
professionals%20cold%20homes%20toolkit.pdf
Energy Consumption in Households
A Eurostat report on the carbon impact of European Households
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Energy_
consumption_in_households#Context
A Green Recovery for Local Economies
In this paper, we call on localities across the UK to adopt a green recovery for
local economies after Covid-19, to develop recovery packages centred on social,
economic, and environmental justice.
https://cles.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Green-Recovery-FINAL2.pdf
How Local Authorities can encourage citizen participation in energy
transitions?
Including citizens in energy systems
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/how-local-authorities-can-encourage-citizenparticipation-in-energy-transitions/
Quality in retrofit: Kate De Selincourt Blog
Kate spoke at one of the group’s study visit to Plymouth and outlined the experience
of failed retrofits in the UK context. Her blog gives a great overview of the topics
that she touched on.
http://www.katedeselincourt.co.uk/
Council-led: How to set-up a one-stop-shop for integrated home energy
renovation?
A step-by-step guide for local authorities and other actors
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/how-to-set-up-a-one-stop-shop-for-integratedhome-energy-renovation/
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FOCUS 1:
Energy efficiency
Council-led: Retrofit to the Rescue
Environmental upgrading of multi-storey council owned homes
http://sticerd.lse.ac.uk/dps/case/cr/casereport120.pdf
Boosting energy retrofits in condominiums
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/boosting-energy-retrofits-in-condominiums/
Enabling domestic retrofit: UK retrofit training
https://www.retrofitacademy.org/
Enabling domestic retrofit: Antwerp energy retrofit coaches
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=164&v=OLsw5n9ZDGg&feature=e
mb_logo
https://www.nweurope.eu/media/8349/guide_ace_en_bd_v2.pdf
See basecamp for the recordings and images of the challenge session mindmaps.
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FOCUS 2:
Heat

FOCUS TOPIC 2: Heat
Three cities shared their experiences and plans for decarbonising heat:
•

Co-producing heat strategies with citizens and stakeholders with Sonja Coolen
(Horst aan de Maas, Netherlands)

•

How can we shift the existing building stock to a fossil-free heating/cooling
system using the planning system and other policy levers? With Herbert Hemis
(Vienna)

•

How to create an ecosystem for heat commons? with Natalie van Loon
(Amsterdam)

Lessons & opportunities
•

Listen to citizens groups discussing energy transition options. They can become
helpful allies for municipalities in generating ideas, making decisions and
popularising the proposed changes. They are often a source of expertise that can
add value to the expertise provided by municipalities (Hoorst aan de Maas)

•

Create a multidisciplinary team governed by residents’ representatives,
municipality officials and consultancy agencies to undertake research into options
for transitioning residential heating and cooling to Renewable Energy (Hoorst aan
de Maas).

•

Carry out a detailed analysis of (local/city) governmental processes to identify
and engage with stakeholders that could play a role in developing and
implementing a decarbonisation of heat strategy (Vienna)

•

Create a dynamic simulation model of a new housing district, to visualise how it
will work with different types of energy production systems (Tampere).

•

Use open data sources to create a neighbourhood data dashboard to inform
citizens (Horst aan de Maas).

•

Run energy education sessions to develop a baseline understanding between all
stakeholders before developing strategies together (Amsterdam)

•

Invite all building holders to map their own retrofit projects to visualise what’s
already been done and encourage others.

•

Incentivise change of domestic heating systems through the reduction in taxes
(Tampere)

•

Develop neighbourhood level plans that include collective heating solutions such
as district heating.

•

Identify ways to absorb existing local expert base into efforts to develop heat
decarbonisation strategies.

•

Put proposed changes to the system to a citizens assembly. Following
a collaborative research effort Hoorst aan de Maas put three ideas for
decarbonising heat to a citizens’ assembly :
•

All electric
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FOCUS 2:
Heat
•

Heat storage and district heating

•

Hydrogen burning instead of natural gas.

The citizen assembly concluded that option 1 is the most likely as it
is cost-efficient and technologically ready to roll out. Options 2 and 3 rely
on not full proven technologies. They did note that option 1 is costly for
the residents, as to be viable it would require thermal insulation of
residential units to level B.
•

Commission a research study to show how many jobs could be created locally as
a result of large scale investment in decarbonising heat.

Ongoing Challenges
•

Attempts at creating own production for own consumption can fail due to
NIMBYsm.

•

Engaging with the broader energy networks even for domestic consumption is
important but requires time, coordination and good communication with national
providers.

•

Creating a clear process for strategizing, decision making and implementation
around heat infrastructure. The subject cuts across municipal departments and
requires new ways of working together to be successful.

•

Involving citizens in the decisions around complex and technical topics like
decarbonising heat (Amsterdam).

•

Identifying incentives that work across a broad range of stakeholders
(Amsterdam)

•

Identifying opportunities for commons owned heat solutions i.e. not privately
owned (Amsterdam)

•

Encouraging change without the ability to impose restraints can be a slow
process (Vienna).

•

The hardest element of heating to replace is ‘peak load’, starting with demand
reduction is a great way to start creating low carbon heating systems. (Vienna)

•

The distinction between a rental fee and an energy fee in some countries
(in others a single fee includes rent and energy costs) can add problematic
complexity in devising solutions in rental homes.

“Citizens involved were technicians and could hold consultancies to account.”
Sonja Coolen
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Heat

Resources
Heat transition roadmaps
https://guidetodistrictheating.eu/policy-and-planning/transition-roadmaps-and-guide/
Heating & Cooling planning tool
www.hotmaps.eu
Heat cooperatives
www.thehagueuniversity.com/docs/default-source/documenten-onderzoek/
lectoraten/stedelijk-metabolisme/local-heat-cooperatives-minor-report-withoutappendices.pdf?sfvrsn=9b6fc8a8_4
Urban Learning Project
http://www.urbanlearning.eu/project/
An example of a social marketing campaign in Amsterdam
https://www.nieuwamsterdamsklimaat.nl/

See basecamp for the recordings and images of the challenge session mindmaps.
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FOCUS 3:

Energy
communities

FOCUS TOPIC 3: Energy communities
We explored the topic of local energy communities through three examples:
•

Establishing a renewable energy cooperative with Lucija Topic (Krizevci, Croatia)
& Zoran Kordic (Zez)

•

Cooperative municipal lighting, our vision of a local energy community with Mario
Rui Furia (Porto, Portugal)

•

Establishing a regional biogas platform and ecosystem of local energy
communities with Suvi Holm (Tampere, Finland)

Lessons & opportunities
•

Local energy communities can be set-up to manage district lighting. In Porto
they plan to bring together 17 municipalities and citizen stakeholders through a
new local energy community (Porto).

•

Form a new cooperative for local farmers allowing them to sell the biogas
generated on site to the publicly owned biogas network. (Tampere)

•

Local energy communities can provide a space for citizens to learn about
energy transition matters, make decisions relevant to their local community and
implement actions within their own homes, where they have power to do so.

•

Municipalities can work with renewable energy communities as a way of
maintaining and managing public engagement within the development and
implementation of their energy strategies.

•

Pressure from citizens can be an effective way of reorienting municipal policy
to include citizen participation and ownership within their energy transition
strategies (Križevci)

•

Municipality can use its financial, asset and procurement powers to support
new citizens’ energy cooperatives to establish themselves within their city (all
examples).

•

Design municipal tenders that encourage cooperatives to bid for the tender and
give additional weighting to their advantages (e.g. citizen participation).

•

Finance for new energy systems on municipal land can be sourced through
crowd-funding initiatives (Križevci).

•

Public engagement through events and video campaigns can build trust (all
examples).

•

Offering local jobs positions in the local economy will increase the chances of
individuals investing.

Ongoing Challenges
•

Getting people to join at the beginning is easy, but it can be difficult to maintain
momentum – especially during assemblies and meetings.
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•

Public distrust is often a barrier to getting energy infrastructure agreed and

Energy
communities

implemented. As champions, decision makers and users of new energy
infrastructure citizens are key stakeholders in the energy transition. Work
therefore needs to be done to identify vehicles for participation and with it build
trust.
•

Increasing public understanding of cooperatives, social enterprises and NGOs

•

Developing an approach that includes citizen participation and increased
ownership takes time. Changes in political context can interrupt these strategies,
leading to de-prioritisation of such work.

•

Coordinating agreement across multiple municipalities with shared infrastructure
(Tampere)

“Keeping the good spirit is the glue – that’s what holds people together.”
Lucija Gudić
“Investment in this area is not solely about financial return as it enhances citizen
ownership, control and participation.” Unknown

Resources
Unleashing the power of community renewable energy
Accessible introduction to community energy and the legislation on Energy
Communities
http://www.foeeurope.org/unleashing-power-community-energy
Community Energy
A practical guide to reclaiming power
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/community-energy/
How can cities back renewable energy communities?
A report on different enabler and partnership models and specific case studies with
guidelines for local and regional policy makers
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/how-cities-can-back-renewable-energycommunities/
USEF white paper on energy and flexibility services for citizens energy
communities
A white paper on potential business models in energy and flexibility services
https://www.nweurope.eu/media/6768/usef-white-paper-energy-and-flexibilityservices-for-citizens-energy-communities-final-cm.pdf
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Handbook on citizen finance
Comprehensive introduction to various forms of citizen finance
https://www.h2020prospect.eu/images/Booklets/Citizen_finance_-_Handbook.pdf
Municipality acting as catalyst or initiator of energy community
Coopem Mouscron, Belgium
https://municipalpower.org/articles/there-were-evenings-when-we-almost-gave-up/
Plymouth Energy Community
https://municipalpower.org/articles/plymouth-energy-community-a-story-aboutenergy-transition-and-social-justice/
Professional excellence, innovation and scale of energy communities
Generationkwh by Somenergia
www.generationkwh.org/
Ghent, Buurzame Stroom
https://www.renewables-networking.eu/documents/BE-Ghent.pdf
Joint ventures / partnering with citizen, values-led organisations
Middelgrunden Offshore wind
https://www.renewables-networking.eu/documents/DK-Copenhagen.pdf
Wolfhagen
https://theconversation.com/this-small-german-town-took-back-the-power-and-wentfullyrenewable-126294
See basecamp for the recordings and images of the challenge session mindmaps.
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ACROSS-SECTOR TOPIC:
Working with stakeholders
We looked at two specific stakeholder groups, citizens and industry, through two of
the challenge sessions:
•

How to make citizen participation to a 2050 roadmap sustainable? How can they
have a real stake and not just be consulted? With Bojan Gajić (Nis/Serbia)

•

How can municipalities encourage/facilitate the energy transition in the industry
sector? With João Encarnação (Porto Region)

Lessons & opportunities
Citizens
•

Municipalities can gain trust through co-design processes.

•

In designing a process for engine citizens consider these three strands:

•

Governance - who should be involved and how to best involve them?

•

Incentive - how to make people interested, like lower heating prices or
participatory budgeting?

•

Awareness raising - information campaigns, visualising benefits, trust building.

•

Be precise and visualise where the plans that you are developing will lead to.

•

Coordinate public education campaigns alongside trusted organisations such
as the church, home-owner organisations and other community groups. Make
sure they are comfortable during the meetings. Arrange child care, food etc. for
meetings enabling more people to participate (equity).

•

Host meetings with different stakeholder groups including representatives from
communities, institutions, faculties and industry.

•

Follow up any city council vote on a strategic document, with a public debate so
that citizens can give input.

•

Follow Ireland (National Citizens Assembly) and Nantes (The Great Debate) lead
where they had a great debate with a number of areas, rounds of debate where
people could respond, improve, test and vote on ideas from the city council. This
was also a very visible process.

•

City of Sofia started a participatory budgeting process to enhance citizen
participation.

•

In Vancouver they’re looking at employing a “civic engagement” officer who will
be reporting to the city manager.

Industry
•

Set a date for the industry to adhere to a particular environmental certification
scheme.

•

Follow the Job Environmental Alliance approach to engagement with the
construction industry to develop an understanding of what a just transition
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may look like. You could also recruit advocates from within the organisations to
champion the idea.
•

Use of reductions of property tax to incentivise environmental measures or offer
lower land prices for responsible companies.

•

Offer the possibility of sharing roofs for PV installations to build partnerships with
citizens and improve engagement.

•

If you can engage with local banks or investment funds you could get soft loans
for industry tied to energy efficiency.

•

Promote the narrative of the financial savings with being green – switching to
LED lights and assessing use of energy.

•

Require some profit or benefit sharing with the local co-operatives, and make it
easier to understand issues of corporate social responsibility.

•

Invite key decision makers into a process, and try to reach to influence them
on a personal level. You can influence people through prestige or through
conscience.

•

A one-stop-shop for industries to get advice and assistance with energy transition
measures.

Ongoing Challenges
Citizens
•

Gaining citizen attention.

•

Maintaining citizen engagement and avoiding burnout.

•

Identifying clear parts of developing strategies where citizens can meaningfully
influence decisions.

•

Identifying opportunities and processes where citizens have real decision making
rights.

Industry
•

Industry is a difficult sector to decarbonise, compared with transportation, waste
water, energy generation and private building stock.

•

Increasing taxes could lead to industries relocating (Porto)

•

Offering loans can have a big impact on municipal finances and is often
unpopular with the accountants.

Resources
Citizens
How Local Authorities can encourage citizen participation in energy
transitions?
Including citizens in energy systems planning
https://energy-cities.eu/publication/how-local-authorities-can-encourage-citizenparticipation-in-energy-transitions/
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Handbook on citizen finance
Comprehensive introduction to various forms of citizen finance
https://www.h2020prospect.eu/images/Booklets/Citizen_finance_-_Handbook.pdf
Industry
Working with Industry
Example from Energy Cities
https://energy-cities.eu/best-practice/working-with-industry/
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VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE
We asked you for your end of programme reflections on how you would
define a successful energy transition. Here are the answers that you gave.
A successful energy transition stops climate change and it includes all people. It’s a
journey we take together, leaving no one behind to fend for themselves.
A change in the way that we live that improves upon what we have today and locks
in real local benefits for the future.
Successful energy transition is the one owned and implemented by engaging citizens
aware of climate emergency and all of the local benefits of the transition process.
Reduce energy demand through social organisation.
A successful energy transition should be carbon free, renewable, social and accurate.
It’s about a supportive national government for cities and participatory processes at
all governance levels.
It creates jobs, health and wellbeing and benefits the local economy.
Good projects with innovative approaches that include citizens in a lot of phases and
that create both jobs and more quality lives.
A feasible plan, which involves all the layers in the local community, citizens,
politicians as well as enterprises
A successful energy transition must involve all actors in society, from municipalities
to citizens, in order to maximize energy reduction and become carbon free.
Successful energy transitions need to be empowered and resourced to be led
locally, to be ambitious and smart. It needs to target results but to engage with the
complexity of the challenge and potential benefits of action (rather than multiple
siloed approaches looking at specific sectors)
All presented ideas indeed are important, but just reflect a (small) part of the Energy
Transition. Need for a combined strategy supported by law and citizens, energy
measures included in governance and all kinds of processes like urban planning.
Decarbonised on time, with benefits shared by all and accessible to all, maximising
local resources and behaviour change to minimise additional capacity and causes, in
the hands of local people and organisations with cooperation and co-production at
its heart.
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WHERE NEXT ?
Basecamp
Stay connected and revisit mPower Exchanges recorded expert witness sessions and
resources via basecamp.
https://3.basecamp.com/4811719/join/9nP23dip5qTt

mPower events
Attend one of our regional learning events. Keep up to date with announcements of
the events by joining our mailing list.
https://municipalpower.org/subscribe/

mPower Digital
Continue your peer learning by signing up to one of our online courses
https://municipalpower.org/mpower-digital/

Alternative networks
Join our partner network Energy Cities to learn more about municipal-led energy
strategies.
https://energy-cities.eu/
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